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Abstract
Though academics and scholars recognize the potentialities of online User-Generated Contents (UGCs) to
support management decisions, a gap exists in literature connecting the topics of performance management
(PM), text modelling, online UGCs, especially with reference to cultural institutions. Targeting specifically
these organizations, this research explores the role that online UGCs could assume in PM, investigating ways
to account for measures of thoughts and needs expressed by online users through online User-Generated Texts
(UGTs).
This is pursued through three main steps. First, a critical literature review of mathematical models for
machine-readable representations of online text supports the development of a methodological framework to
accurately select the most adequate online text embedding for the specific PM task of interest. The result of
this analysis demonstrates to the PM community of academics and experts the potential and limitations of
adopting specific methodologies for the analysis of online UGTs and specific guidelines for selecting the most
adequate criteria for the specific purposes of interest. Second, guided by the aforementioned methodological
framework, this research evidences the usability of online UGTs as tools for PM of cultural institutions
identifying performance dimensions by means of quantitative statistical analysis of the own words of online
users of cultural institutions. This also allows to underline the additional value brought to decision makers
automatically exploiting online UGTs, since elaborating these data could enrich the information that the
decision maker already acquires through more traditional data and methods, like interviews or surveys.
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Finally, to complement the theoretical and quantitative results, an exploratory qualitative analysis allows to
understand the cultural managers’ perspectives towards the design, use, reporting and trust of online UGCs as
PM tools. This step aims at supporting the development of a framework for PM of cultural institutions based
also on online UGTs.
From an academic perspective, this work aims at contributing to PM literature, exploring the possibility of
including textual expressions of online users’ perceptions, grasped through online UGTs, into a system for the
management of performances of institutions. The implementation of this PM system to the specific case of
cultural institutions is expected to offer an innovative methodological perspective to PM of cultural
institutions, accounting for the perspective of large amounts of actual cultural users on the line of a more
participatory approach to Culture.

Keywords: online user-generated content; cultural institutions; text modelling; performance management;
decision making
1. Introduction
This research aims to understand the role that online UGCs1 assume for PM of cultural institutions2,
investigating ways to account for measures of thoughts, perceptions and needs expressed online by cultural
users.
Among studies connected to online UGCs in social sciences (), recent contributions in PM literature
evidence the need to pursue a new line of research, aimed at rethinking the role and characteristics of
performance management within popular culture, online media platforms and online contents diffusion
(Begkos and Antonopoulou, 2020; Fisher, 2019; Lassila et al., 2019; Agostino and Sidorova, 2017, 2016;
Arnaboldi et al., 2017; Jeacle, 2017b, 2012; Quattrone, 2016; Jeacle and Carter, 2014). Examples in this
direction include the analysis of the role of PM practices in specific online platforms, like online marketplaces
(e.g., Leoni and Parker, 2019; McDaid et al., 2019; Jeacle, 2017a; Kornberger et al., 2017), movie streaming
platforms (e.g., Bialecki et al., 2017), social media (e.g., Begkos and Antonopoulou, 2020; Agostino and
Arnaboldi, 2019, 2017, 2016; Agostino, 2018) and online travel platforms (e.g., Jeacle and Carter, 2011; Scott
and Orlikowski, 2012).
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In this paper, the definition provided in 2007 by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development is used,
therefore online UGC are data being publicly available online data developed outside the professional practice and reflecting a
certain amount of creativity (OECD, 2007).
2
The term “cultural institution” refers here to the definition of the European Commission “architecture, archives, libraries and
museums, artistic crafts, audiovisual (including film, television, video games and multimedia), tangible and intangible cultural
heritage, design (including fashion design), festivals, music, literature, performing arts, books and publishing, radio, and visual
arts” (EU Proposal Regulation, 2018, Chapter 1, Article 2.2).
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Figure 1 Trend in time of 1705 documents retrieved querying Scopus database for TITLE-ABS-KEY ("user
generated" AND online) AND SUBJAREA (arts OR busi OR deci OR econ OR psyc OR soci). Source:
Scopus. Last accessed: October 2020.
Although prior researches in PM literature recognize the potential of exploiting information deriving from
contents shared online by users (e.g., Lassila et al., 2019; Arnaboldi et al., 2017; Jeacle, 2017b, 2012; Jeacle
and Miller, 2016; Eschenbrenner et al., 2015; Jeacle and Carter, 2014), the high subjectivity of online UGCs
and their strict connection with user engagement, preferences and experiences (see also Begkos and
Antonopoulou, 2020) has until now limited the number of studies relying on the textual opinions of online
users for PM. Attempts in this direction have mainly focused on PM of social media, since these platforms
open the possibility to measure online users’ validation through counts of stars, likes, comments and shares to
online contents (e.g., Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2017; Oviedo-García et al., 2014; Bonsón and Ratkai, 2013).
Rather than looking merely at numbers of users’ reactions, making use of online user-generated texts, like
online messages, social media posts and online reviews, also poses the methodological challenge of modelling
human language expressed not only in long documents but also in short text messages, which may contain
ambiguous and informal expressions (Alnajran et al., 2019; Fisher, 2019). On this line, this paper aims to
understand the role for PM of online user-generated texts, voluntary contributions of online users to the online
conversation (Peddibhotla and Subramani, 2007), to contribute filling in the gap in literature that connects
PM, online data generated by users and text modelling (see also Figure 2).
Cultural institutions have been selected as a relevant setting where to ground this research for at least three
main reasons. First, these institutions are nowadays pushed to modify their relationship with the public,
moving from an authoritative approach to a more participatory one (Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2020; Bonet and
Négrier, 2018). Indeed, these institutions are the more and more recognizing a central role to users (OMC,
2014; Kotler and Kotler, 2000; Falk et al., 1998) and encouraging cultural participation also through online
channels, asking online users to interact, engage and creatively contribute to the generation of online contents
(ICOM, 2020; ICOM & OECD, 2020; NEMO, 2020; Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, 2019;
Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2020; Bonet and Négrier, 2018; Crossick, 2018; Nielsen, 2015; UNESCO, 2012,
2009). Second, the debate on online contents’ democratization (Jeacle, 2017a) and on the potentialities of
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employing data coming from online users in cultural sector (e.g., Agostino et al., 2020; Mihelj et al., 2019)
offers to date just few evidences of the actual usage of online UGCs to inform decisions considering the actual
voices of online users (e.g., Marchiori and Cantoni, 2015; Cao and Nguyen, 2012). Third, despite the recent
growing interest towards PM in cultural institutions (e.g., Pierotti et al., 2019; Chiaravalloti, 2014; Deidda
Gagliado et al., 2012; Antonelli et al., 2007), experts still evidence the need for additional investigation of
these aspects in the cultural field (Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2020; Jeacle, 2017b, 2012; Lapsley and Rekers,
2017; Jeacle and Miller, 2016). This is also connected to the fact that, rather than offering services, cultural
institutions offer cultural experiences (Throsby, 2009; Anton et al., 2018) which are valued by users through
subjective experiences (Trinh & Ryan, 2017; Falk & Dierking, 2016; Scott, 2004). Considering all these
aspects can represent a challenge for the development and implementation of PM systems (Agostino and
Arnaboldi, 2020; Jeacle and Miller, 2016) and may require the development of innovative performance
metrics (Simpson, 2017; Jacobsen, 2014).
In light of these considerations, this work aims at answering the overarching research question
(RQ) What is the role of online User-Generated Contents for Performance Management of
cultural institutions?
articulating it in four sub-research questions (see also Table 1), designed to target the knowledge gaps that
emerge from a narrative literature review of extant literature connected to PM, text modelling and online data
generated by users, with particular reference to the specific context of cultural institutions (see also Key
Literature).
A knowledge gap emerging from literature is connected to the lack of clear methodological guidelines on
how to measure and elaborate online UGTs to support PM tasks. Although recent contributions recognize the
potentiality of using online UGTs to inform organizations (e.g., Sagnika et al., 2020; van Dieijen et al., 2020;
Tazibt and Aoughlis, 2019; Honari, 2017) and the importance of looking at comments and feedbacks of
customers in implementing performance measurement systems (Fisher, 2019), few attempts in PM literature
elaborate vast amounts of users’ short-text comments for performance measurement of organizations (e.g.,
Chai, 2017; McAuliffe and Blei, 2008). Moreover, extant literature shows a lack of structured procedures to
address the challenges of undergoing the whole process of collecting, managing, maintaining, elaborating and
interpreting unstructured data such as online UGCs, but rather focus on specific sub-phases of this process
(e.g., Wang et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). To fill in this gap, this study aims at answering the sub-research
question
(RQ1) Which mathematical representations of online user-generated texts are most
appropriate to address performance measurement tasks?
to offer a methodological contribution to extant performance measurement literature by proposing a
methodological framework that highlights the necessary choices to be made to accurately select the most
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adequate text embedding and the phases to be followed to exploit the properties of online UGTs in supporting
the desired PM task.
Another knowledge gap emerging from the analysis literature is associated to the lack of a link between
the adoption of online UGTs for decision making of cultural institutions. Although cultural institutions are the
more and more oriented towards their audience and public (Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2020) and many
contributions recognize the potential of adopting online UGCs to increase the knowledge of users and to better
inform the decision making of cultural institutions (e.g. Capodieci et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2018; Marchiori and
Cantoni, 2015), it is not yet clear neither how cultural institutions could exploit the information conveyed by
online UGCs nor whether these institutions are actually willing to exploit these information to identify,
measure and monitor their performances. Among the studies concerned with cultural institutions which
consider the perspectives of users, just few studies exploit the own words of cultural users to evaluate
dimensions of cultural experiences (e.g., Dimache et al., 2017; Jagger et al., 2012; Laing et al., 2014; Craig
Wight, 2020; Simeon et al., 2017; Su & Teng, 2018), with only an extremely narrow set of studies entering
the realm of automatic analysis of online UGTs (i.e., Kirilenko et al., 2021; Taecharungroj & Mathayomchan,
2019). This research aims to enter this emerging stream of literature addressing the following research
questions:
(RQ2) To what extent do museum quality dimensions evaluated from online reviews in a
“bottom-up” fashion differ from those identified in a “top-down” fashion?
(RQ3) Which are (if any) the differences in latent dimensions of museum visit experience
perceived by reviewers who write reviews in the local language compared to those of
reviewers who write in other languages?
In particular, answering RQ2 allows to discuss the potential of informing decision making through “bottomup” and unsupervised approaches to online UGTs, since traditional “top-down” approaches limit the decision
makers’ knowledge on users’ interests. Indeed, “top-down” approaches that screen public opinions in search
of specific dimensions defined by the policy makers are not able to grasp the variety of aspects and the detail
with which online users evaluate the cultural experience. On the contrary, the specific application to museums
shows that “bottom-up” approaches to the analysis of online UGTs reveal museum quality dimensions
implicitly referred by online users and additional dimensions with respect to those set by policy makers. The
answer to RQ3 further underlines the value that cultural institutions could extract from the analysis of online
UGTs, showing that, without the need of having access to highly personal user profile’s information, cultural
managers are able to identify the main themes of interest of cross-cultural groups of online reviewers, just
accessing the text of the online description of the museum experience.
Since the answer to each of the two latter research questions (RQ2 and RQ3) also details the analytical steps
adopted to represent and process online UGTs to better understand users’ characteristics, these two studies
also contribute filling in the first knowledge gap highlighted above, by providing real examples on how online
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UGTs can be used to enrich the information available to the decision maker, taking also into account the
perspectives of online users of cultural institutions expressed by means of their own online voices.
To complement the previous analyses, the last research question is aimed at considering the perspective of
cultural institutions towards the exploitation of this new role of users and of online UGCs in supporting the
definition, measurement and monitoring of the performances of cultural institutions:
(RQ4) How do managers of cultural institutions design, use, report and trust online UGCs
as management tools?
This leads to the discussion of ways through which managers of cultural institutions could actually implement
performance management systems which include online UGCs and exploit the information contained in online
UGTs.
2. Relevance
This research aims to understand the role that online UGCs assume for PM of cultural institutions,
investigating ways to account for measures of thoughts, perceptions and needs expressed online by cultural
users.
From an academic perspective, this work aims at contributing to PM literature, exploring the possibility of
including textual expressions of online users’ perceptions into a system for the management of performances
of institutions. Indeed, although prior researches in PM literature recognize the potential of exploiting
information deriving from contents shared online by users (e.g., Lassila et al., 2019; Arnaboldi et al., 2017;
Jeacle, 2017b, 2012; Jeacle and Miller, 2016; Eschenbrenner et al., 2015; Jeacle and Carter, 2014), the high
subjectivity of online UGCs and their strict connection with user engagement, preferences and experiences
(see also Begkos and Antonopoulou, 2020) has until now limited the number of studies relying on the textual
opinions of online users for performance management. Moreover, the choice of focusing on voluntary
contributions of online users to the online conversation (Peddibhotla and Subramani, 2007) poses the
methodological challenge of modelling human language expressed not only in long documents but also in
short text messages, which may contain ambiguous and informal expressions (Alnajran et al., 2019; Fisher,
2019). Answering the first three aforementioned research questions (RQ1 – RQ3), this study contributes in
guiding from a methodological and an empirical perspective the exploitation of online UGTs for PM purposes.
Specifically, the implementation of this PM system to the specific case of cultural institutions addressed
through RQ2 and RQ3 is expected to offer an innovative methodological perspective to PM of cultural
institutions, on the line of a more participatory approach of Culture, accounting for the perspectives of large
amounts of actual cultural users.
From a managerial perspective, the answer to RQ4 aims at discussing the actual exploitation of online
UGCs as tools for PM of cultural institutions, understanding their potential and limitations also in the light of
cultural managers’ perspectives. This is expected to offer cultural managers a new way to monitor
6

performances, fostering an even more participatory approach towards their public also thanks to the inclusion
of the thoughts of large sets of cultural audiences within performance management practices.
3. Key Literature
A narrative literature review4 of extant literature connecting the topics of performance management, text
modelling, online data generated by users, in the context of cultural institutions (Figure 2) is here shortly
discussed.

Figure 2 (top) Graphical representation of main topics (white bubbles) and sector (light-blue bubble) of
interest of current research, with specification of corresponding section of narrative literature review in
italic. (bottom) Literature review prism for each of the sections of narrative review.

4

From a methodological point of view, the same review procedure (see Figure 2) has been applied to each of the three searches.
Specifically, starting from contributions presenting at least one of the specified search keywords in title, abstract or keywords, the
search sample has been narrowed considering only peer-reviewed contributions in Mathematics, Computer Science or any
discipline classified by Scopus as pertaining to Social Science.
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3.1. Text Models for Performance Management
Although as separate disciplines both performance management and text modelling have been largely studied,
literature connecting the two is relatively young and still little explored, with few examples that analyse text
generated by organizations, such as text of strategic, financial or logistic reports (e.g., Kinra et al., 2020; del
Mar Roldán-García et al., 2019; Fisher et al., 2016; Jeske and Liu, 2007), few studies that make use of text
generated by internal users of organizations, such as feedbacks of employees (Ben-Hador, 2016) or written
descriptions of key performance indicators by managers (van der Aa et al., 2017) and a limited number of
contributions that analyses text generated by external users with respect to the organization, that is online
user-generated text, like online reviews of actual or potential customers (Sagnika et al., 2020) or social media
comments of online users (van Dieijen et al., 2020). The analysis of such literature also shows that extant
contributions do not share neither the same methodology for text representation nor the same analytical
purpose. For example, representing online user-generated texts through topic models has been recognized to
be helpful in identifying and summarizing relevant contents to inform decisions (Tazibt and Aoughlis, 2019),
while enriching the user-generated text embedding for sentiment tasks has shown to potentially increase the
understanding of online users’ opinions and of customers’ satisfaction towards specific products or services
(Sagnika et al., 2020). Moreover, although recent contributions recognize the importance of looking at usergenerated texts such as comments of customers in implementing performance measurement systems (Fisher,
2019), just few attempts in performance management literature elaborate vast amounts of users’ short-text
comments for the measurement of performances of organizations (e.g., Chai, 2017; McAuliffe and Blei, 2008)
3.2. Online Users’ Data for Performance Management
Extant literature connecting the worlds of online users’ data with performance management literature can be
divided according to the type of online user data, i.e. personal information, movement and online UGC. While
studies of online users’ behaviours relying on user’s personal information, such as social media profile
information, require managers and analysts to access rich users’ information (e.g., Howden et al., 2014; Rosen
et al., 2011), a recent stream of studies of online users’ behaviours has been relying on digital traces of users’
movements, coming from digital spaces, like answers to surveys on online purchase behaviours for measuring
brand perception (e.g., Tanusondjaja et al., 2015), or from physical one (e.g., Hashemi and Kamps, 2018).
Rising from the idea that clicking on buttons limits user’s expression and action and could result in an
inaccurate proxy of the actual intentions of users (Mavragani and Tsagarakis, 2019; Stamou et al., 2008),
various recent studies pursue the analysis of online data directly generated by users, namely online UGCs,
such as photos, videos, audio or written texts. Indeed, since neither researchers nor platforms guide the
development of such online contents, various authors have recognized the richness of these data, which hinder
perspectives, ideas and perceptions of users (e.g., Jeffrey et al., 2019; Suppala and Rao, 2019; Oteros-Rozas
et al., 2018; Seresinhe et al., 2018; Soler and Gémar, 2017; Xiao et al., 2017). However, coupled to this
richness, comes the difficulty of relying on variegated forms of unstructured data, like texts, images, audio
and video (Preis et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2016) and the need to focus on how to actually exploit such information
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to support organizations in taking informed decisions (Hashemi and Kamps, 2018). With particular reference
to user-generated texts, various studies have been conducted to understand users’ needs, desires and
experiences based on the free-text they deliver online (e.g., Suppala and Rao, 2019; Xing et al., 2019; Yang
et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018; Pera and Ng, 2017; Liu et al., 2016; Ramanujam and David, 2016; Marchiori and
Cantoni, 2015; Capra and Pérez-Quiñones, 2005), but, even if the diffusion of these studies have incentivized
businesses and organizations to exploit the latent potential of online UGCs (Agathangelou et al., 2018; Wu et
al., 2017), little exists in this direction in performance management literature.
3.3. Performance Management of Cultural Institutions
The analysis of literature connecting the worlds of online data and performance management of cultural
institutions evidences two main streams. On the one hand, a stream discusses around the definition of metric
and measures aligned with the specific mission of cultural institutions, debating the difficulties for cultural
institutions to adapt their performance measures in accordance to the specific mission of the cultural institution
(Gałecka and Smolny, 2019; Hatton, 2012) and the necessity to overcome too simplified metrics, move for
instance beyond simple statistics on visitors of cultural institutions (Simpson, 2017). On the other hand, studies
discuss the possibilities opened by digital technologies to enrich the set of data sources that can be used to
feed a performance management system of cultural institutions, underlying the role played by new
technologies for instance in monitoring the quality of artistic collection and guaranteeing a fast intervention
in case of structural instabilities (Hess et al., 2015) and in managing artistic collection through digital archives
(Maggio et al., 2017). Exploiting the perspectives and opinions of the audience of cultural institutions
establishing an open dialogue with their public, Capodieci et al. (2019) and Hashemi and Kamps (2018) offer
examples of the potential role of online users’ data in supporting cultural institutions, measuring the online
discussion around cultural contents through social media data (Capodieci et al., 2019) or exploiting the
interactions of users with IoT technologies within cultural exhibitions to enrich visitors’ experience (Hashemi
and Kamps, 2018).
In the specific context of museums, various studies have investigated the dimensions of museum experience
and the perception of visitors using different methodologies, but mostly relying on surveys that measure a
predefined set of dimensions of museum visit experience (e.g., Nowacki & Kruczek, 2021; Oren et al., 2021;
Richards et al., 2020). Very little has been yet done in the direction of exploiting the own-words of visitors
expressed through online reviews to inform managers decisions (e.g., Craig Wight, 2020; Kirilenko et al.,
2021; Simeon et al., 2017; Su & Teng, 2018; Taecharungroj & Mathayomchan, 2019), especially with
reference to the adoption of statistical models for the identification of dimensions of museum visit from the
content of reviews (i.e., Kirilenko et al., 2021; Taecharungroj & Mathayomchan, 2019). Notwithstanding the
pivotal role played by visitors for museums (e.g., Craig Wight, 2020; Deligiannis et al., 2020; ICOM, 2007;
Villaespesa & Álvarez, 2020), the assessment of dimensions of museum visit experience through the online
voices of visitors is still in an embryonal phase (i.e., Kirilenko et al., 2021; Simeon et al., 2017; Su & Teng,
2018; Taecharungroj & Mathayomchan, 2019). Specifically, the adoption of automated models for the
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identification of the dimensions of museum visit experience remains an exception rather than a praxis (i.e.,
Kirilenko et al., 2021; Taecharungroj & Mathayomchan, 2019).
4. Research Methodology
From a methodological viewpoint, the answer to the aforementioned research questions is developed in four
main steps (see also Table 1):
(a) Critical review of extant mathematical models for representation of semantic and syntactic properties of
online text and of text-based indicators used to translate online user-generated texts into performance
measures;
(b) Quantitative analysis of online UGCs, including data collection and statistical analysis of text generated
online by users, ranging from text of online reviews extracted from querying platforms (e.g., TripAdvisor)
to posts from social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, Twitter);
(c) Qualitative analysis of cultural managers’ perspectives towards usage of online UGCs for performance
measurement;
(d) Development and application of a framework for management of performances of cultural institutions,
based on quantitative and qualitative results of analysis conducted on specific cultural institutions.

Specifically, phase (a) consists in the definition of a taxonomy of mathematical models used in extant
literature to embed semantical and syntactical properties of text and of text-based indicators to translate text
into performance measures. On top of this, a critical review is expected to guide the selection of the appropriate
model for the representation of online text according to the specific PM task to be pursued.
In methodological phase (b), quantitative analyses of online UGCs are expected to offer a practical example
of the usability of the results of the analyses conducted in phase (a). Therefore, this phase is articulated into
the following main steps:
•

identification of sample of cultural institutions;

•

manual collection of online channels and platforms (e.g., websites or social media pages or online
querying platforms) from which data need to be downloaded;

•

definition and implementation of online data crawler for data collection;

•

definition of time-horizon and frequency of data collection;

•

actual download of online data;

•

data pre-processing and cleaning;

•

data analysis, including quantitative analysis of online text (e.g. topic models, like Latent Dirichlet
Allocation);

•

critical analysis and interpretation of results;

•

reporting and discussion of results.
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Qualitative analyses of cultural managers’ perspectives towards the usage of online UGCs for performance
measurement (phase c) are aimed at exploring the position of managers with regard to current usage but also
of perspective potential and actual usage of online UGCs within a performance management system for
cultural institutions. Specifically, adopting multiple case study methodology will require:
•

identification of sample of cultural institutions;

•

identification of key actors to be interviewed within organizations;

•

data collection, through primary (e.g., interviews) and secondary sources (e.g., archival data);

•

qualitative data analysis;

•

critical analysis and discussion of results.

Mixing quantitative and qualitative methods, phase (d) consists in the development and in the empirical
application of a framework for performances management of specific cultural institutions based also on textual
forms of online UGCs. This phase is expected to showcase the applicability of the framework to specific
selected cultural institutions and to offer the opportunity to describe the entire pipeline required for the
analyses of online UGCs to support the management of performances, including collection and management,
pre-processing and elaboration, interpretation and reporting of statistical analysis of online text generated by
users.
The empirical setting of this research (see also Table 1) is constituted by museums and opera theatres, two
particular types of cultural institutions whose socio-economic activities have beneficial influence on the
community (Rentschler & Potter, 1996). Due also to the recent push of the European Commission towards
cultural and creative sector, this thesis frames the analyses within the European context, with a special focus
on Italy which has also been recognized to be the first country worldwide in terms of UNESCO World Heritage
sites.
Driven by the exploratory nature of this research, qualitative analyses intend to target both opera theatres and
museums, to contribute to the debate on the specificity of perspectives across cultural institutions (Hatton,
2012). The possibility to establish contacts with specific cultural institutions is expect to be favoured also by
the connection of this thesis with the Observatory in Digital Innovation in Heritage and Culture.
With specific reference to the quantitative analyses of online UGCs, museums are particularly suited for
the purposes of this research. Indeed, museums have the peculiarity of offering cultural experiences rather
than services (Throsby, 2009; Anton et al., 2018), characterised by a strong social component (Throsby, 2009)
and they are recently moving towards a more participatory approach (e.g., Agostino 2020; Minkiewicz at al.,
2014; Kéfi and Pallud, 2011), allowing online users not only to access virtually to artistic collections (GilFuentetaja and Economou, 2019), but also giving them an active role in shaping cultural experience (Galani
and Kidd, 2019; Hashemi and Kamps, 2018; Ritzer et al., 2012). More specifically, Italian public museums
constitute a favourable empirical setting to ground this research, since the Italian Ministry for Cultural
Heritage and Tourism has recently launched a call to encourage museums nurturing audience engagement also
through online channels such, as social media platforms (MIBACT, 2019), and it has also provided museums
11

with an online platform to monitor their online performances, in terms of online activity, followers and
engagement.
5. Expected Outputs
First, in answering the research question RQ1 this work is expected to offer a critical review of state-of-theart mathematical models for text representation, allowing to highlight assumptions and limitations associated
to each text model. This is expected to guide towards the definition of a methodological framework to select
an appropriate model for online UGTs analysis according to the specific performance management task of
interest.
Second, applying the framework developed to answer RQ1, this work addresses research questions RQ2
and RQ3 to show in practice the necessary phases to be followed to exploit a particular type of highly accessible
online UGTs, i.e. online reviews, and provide evidence of the usability of online UGTs as tools for PM of
cultural institutions. In particular, this allows to identify the performance dimensions of specific types cultural
institutions (i.e. museums) based only on the online description of users’ cultural experiences. Specifically,
the answer to RQ2 contributes to the discussions on consequences of adopting traditional “top-down”
approaches, instead of moving forward to more inclusive and participatory “bottom-up” approaches, showing
that online UGTs can actually provide valuable insights for both the evaluation and identification of
performances moving beyond the typical service-centred approaches. The answer to RQ3 offers the possibility
to dig into the online users perspectives, understanding differences in preferences and experiences of online
users exploiting only highly accessible forms of online data voluntarily shared online by users, namely
recognizing cultural groups of users simply on the language in which online users write online.
Lastly, answering the research question RQ3 this work expects to present a framework for PM of cultural
institutions based also on online UGCs and to discuss its usability directly with cultural managers, exploring
their perspectives towards the design, usage, reporting and trust of performance management tools based on
online UGCs.
6. Potential Contributions
First, answering the research question RQ1 this work aims at contributing to literature connecting the two
disciplines of PM and text modelling, offering clear technical guidelines on which model to employ according
to the specific PM task and practical suggestions on usability of user-generated texts in PM (Fisher, 2019).
Second, addressing research question RQ2 and RQ3, this work contributes in filling in the gap in literature
connected to the actually exploitation of online UGTs to support decision maker of cultural institutions,
widening the understanding on cultural users’ perspectives. Providing examples in this direction contributes
to the definition of guidelines to facilitate the management of these types of online data and therefore support
an actual and efficient exploitation of the latent potential that these types of data convey for performance
management and for the understanding of users’ characteristics. Beyond contributing in filling in the gap in
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the adoption of automated models for the identification of the dimensions of museum visit experience (i.e.,
Kirilenko et al., 2021; Taecharungroj & Mathayomchan, 2019), each of the two research questions has
additional contributions. Specifically, the second research question RQ2 is expected to contribute to the debate
on the measurement of dimensions of museum experience comparing the perspectives of policy makers and
users, while the few studies interested in this topics do not compare the two perspectives. The answer to the
third research question RQ3 is aimed at providing an empirical examples of the cross-cultural differences in
the dimensions of museum visit experience distinguishing museums visitors based on their language, hence
empirically showing that language is a valid proxy for cultural background (e.g., Trinh & Ryan, 2017) that
can be used as alternative to the nationality or country of origin of users.
Third, answering the research question RQ4 this work contributes to literature discussing the potential of
adopting online UGCs to increase the knowledge of users and to better inform these institutions (e.g. Capodieci
et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2018; Marchiori and Cantoni, 2015), proposing an actual implementation of the usage
of online UGCs for performance management of cultural institution, discussing its strengths and limitations.
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Qualitative

towards the usage of online UGCs through an

analysis

explorative multiple case study, combining both
primary and secondary sources

[Phase d]
Framework
application and
development

Explore and discuss the position
and level of trust of managers of
Interviews with directors and

cultural institutions towards

managers of Italian public

potential usability of proposed

Connect the choices undertaken by cultural experts

museums and European opera

framework for performance

to the methodological steps and choices defined

theatres

measurement based on online

within the methodological framework, discussing

UGCs, with particular reference to

differences and proposing possible modifications to

text

proposed framework
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